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STATE OF NEVADA

EXECUTIVE CHAMBER
Carson City, Nevada 89710

BOB MILLER
Acting Governor

TELEPHONE
(702) 885-5670

Dear Conference Participants and Concerned Nevadans:

Twenty years ago, our governor would have spoken of Nevada as the gaming capital of the
world. Ten years ago, perhaps the governor would have referred to our state as the enter-
tainment capital of the world. Although we art still proud of our prominence in the enter-
tainment sector, we have begun to assert ourselves as the business and growth capital of
t. United States.

The 1980s have been very kind to our state. Economic development and diversification
have been extremely productive. Recently, Inc. Magazine rated Nevada the "No. 1 entrepre-
neurial climate" in the United States. Our population growth figures for last year were
almost 7%. To place that in perspective, our previous growth rate of 4% ranked first in the
cmintry. This unprecedented population increase, combined with our business climate,
makes the availability of a skilled and educated workforce absolutely critical to accommo-
dating and continuing Nevada's tremendous growth.

Clearly, we need to build a proper foundation of labor force preparatior ..o support this
growth. What we are perhaps lacking are stronger bridges: bridges between public and
private sectors, between schools and workplaces, between training agencies and trainees.
With this need in mind, a special conference, Nevada Works: Building Bridges for Success, was
conceived. More than 150 participants met to to discuss how to build these essential
bridges. Their recommendations have been summarized in this report and forwarded to the
Human Resource Development Coordinating Committee, a group recently created by me
and charged with guiding, assisting and supporting workforce preparation in our state.

Conferences like the one held on November 2 are examples of the hard work, innovation
and creativity it will take to make an adequately prepared workforce a reality. Indeed, it is
going to take a willingness and a desire to find new approaches to the problem. I am confi-
dent that those who participated in Nevada Works: Building Bridges for Success, working to-
gether with other concerned Nevadans, will continue to find those approaches. My thanks
to the participants for their efforts, not only at this conference, but in the future.

Sincerel ,

Bob Mile 'f4'
Governor
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General Summary

Nevada Wbrks: Buiang Bridges for Success was initiated by the Stale Job
Training Coordinating Council to increase knowledge of the staie's labor force
preparation needs and resources, to formulate recommendations for the
Govemoes newly appointed Human Resource Development Coordinating
Committees, and to encourage collaboration, among those involved, to prepare
a labor force with which Nevada can continue to be economically competitive.

More than 1 51) attended the conference held on November 2, 1989 at the

. Flamingo Hilton Conference Center in Reno. Participants wore given an over-
view of education, labor force and economic trends coafronting the nation und
western region, in general, and Nevada, in particular. They were then asked to
to respond to and facie recommendations concerning five related issues.

The conference was planned by representatives from a variety of state agencies
including the University of Nevada System, the Commission on Economic Devel-

opment, the Office of Community Services, the Employment Security Depart-.
ment, the Welfare Division, the Department ci Education, the Department of

Commerce, and the State Job Training Office.

According to the planning committee and participant evaluation forms, the
conference successfully communicated the importance of "learning to learn" as

preparation for labor force why, increased overall awareness of Nevada's
labor force needs, and opened the door to essential communication and
cooperation between the public and private sector, between state ogencies and
the educational system and among the state agencies themselves.

'Governor Miller recently estabished the catrenitko, a panel of agency directors responsible for

assuring chwelopmwt of an adequately skilled labor force
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Speech Highlights

Opening brawls - Jessie Erman, Chairwoman, State Job Training Coardi-
noting Council (SJTCC); Pas& Relations akar, Pri Merit Bonk Las Vegas, NV

Ms. Emmett welcomed the participants to what she termed a "unique confer-.
once" and announced that conference resulb would be presented to the Gayer-. nor's newly appointed Human Resource Development Coordinating Conwnittee.
She commended those attending for their desire to learn more about the future
to 'gain a measure of control.' She also emphasized the conference's potential
for increasing cross-agency knowledge and interagency collaboration in the
public secbr as well as public-private sector caoperation, enabling Nevada to
use its limited resources more effectively.

Keynote Address - The Dynamic West: A Region in Transition - Daniel

Sprague, Ph.D., President of Westrends, Executive Director ofshe National

ORke of the Council of State Governments, Lexington, KY

Historicolly the West has been a region of change and growth. In recent years,
the fundmental nature of the region has begun to shift. Ten key demographic,
economic and political trends are evident today. These trends will affect labor
force preparation strategies. Nevada is significantly experiencing all ten.

Fastest Growing Region of the United States - Behveen 1980 and 1987, the
West grew at 2.5 times the rate of the rest of the country. Nevada experienced
26% growth. This increase in population can be attributed to higher birth rates,
relatively high migration rates and very high immigration rates. Western
growth in the next decade is predicted to be three times that of other regions.

Highest Dependency Ratio - The dependency ratio, the burden placed on
wage earning taxpayers between the ages of 18 and 64 to finance services
for older and younger age groups, is higher in the West than in other regions.
The percentage of the population under 1 7 in the western region is the largest
in the country. This promises a strong labor pool and makes education a
critical issue.

Greater Eihnk Diversity - Beiwoon 1970 and 1980, the West experienced the
greatest increase in block population among the U.S. regions. That increase, in
addition to the highest rate of immigration by Hispanics and Asians, has
contributed to an increasingly diverse ethnic composition.

Metroporitization of the West - The growth in population and changes in
metropolitan areas contribute to the shifting landscape of the West. The region



is no longer a network of small towns; instead, it is largely comprised of
sprawling metropolibn areas and newly suburbanized communities separated
by large open spaces. In 1986, the West ranked above the national average,
with 83.7% of the population resiting in metropolitan areas, second only to the
northeastern region at 88%. This metropolitan growth brings a shift in political
and economic emphasis from rural areas to urban centers.

Importance of Natural Remotes - Western states continue to rely upon
natural resource industries for revenues and employment well above the
national crverage. The creation of value-added ettivities auociated with
natural resource production and processing will increase employment and
produdivity. Nonconsumptive uses of natural resources, such as tourism and

recreation, are increasingly important revenue producers in the region. The
continued importance of natural resources to the West is best understood in the

context that the region does not have to import these basic commodities and,
indeed, they offer significant value-added export opportunities for tho future.

Increasing Manufacturing and &twice Jobs - Although the West still employs
below the national average in manufacturing and service industries, the region

experienced a significant increase in these jobs between 1980 and 1986 while
the rest of the U.S. recorded a net decline. In nine of the thirteen western states,
the strongest growth sector was tourism which employed 33% of Nevadans.

Pacific Rim Powerbase - In the area of trade Rows, there continues to be a
serious deficit with East Asian trade. However, by virtue of its location within
the Pacific Rim, the most dynamic sector of the global economy, the West
stands to be a key player in unprecedentbd economic growth by the year 2000

and beyond.

Changing Workforce Composkion - The demographic and economic changes
the West is experiencing underscore the need for a highly educated, well-. trained labor force. Minorities and women will constitute an increasingly larger
share of the western labor force, and they must be equipped with /*levant skills
to maintain the region's economic competitiveness. The West currently has the
highest percent of high school graduates and the highest participation of
women in the labor force among U.S. regions. The West, with the highest
percent of population under age 18, has a sizeable labor pool for the future;
however, the region has a significant challenge ahead in educating an increas-
ingly diverse population for more highly skilled service sector employment.

Challenges to Environmental Quality The West is also faced with the politi-

cal question of economic development versus environmental quality. Because

the region needs both, a trend is developing toward better planning. Western-.
ers need to be particularly attentive to the vital role of updating the region's
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infrastructure highways, water storage facilities, mass transit, etc, - to
praside for sound economic expansion and environmental protection.

Lou Regional Calseelvestess - The sbles in the western region are a study in
coMrasts, i.e., large versus small, urban versus rural, Pacific versus intermoun-
tain. A vend woad separatism and an immaturity in our ability to be shategic
in our region create a need to And more common ground.

The foregoing trends are most likely to have sustaining impact on the eco-
nomic, social and political future of the western region to the year 2000.
Together these trends present 'rod news - bad news" scenarios. Each brings
positive values la do region and each presents risks, or at host missed oppor-
tunities, if not appropriately addressed. The challenge for state leaders is to
build upon an extraordinary set of positive attributes embodied in the people
and the land. With a comparatively youthful, well-educated and enterprising
population, *le West continues lo be a land of opportunity and is strategically
positioned to have an era of sustained prosperity as port of this Pacirsc Century
ahead. Whether the region wal in fact realize this bright promise will be
determined largely by the extent to which state leaders are willing and able to
'cackle the tough allocation choices immediately ahead - educating the young,
,nointaining environmental quality, mticipating the capital needs of fast
growth, proviang for the elderN, :Ind strengthening regional ties and coopera-
lion with neighboring states.

Emplcriment and Training: Can Nevada's human resource development
programs be MIMS effective? Eric B. Herzik Ph.D., Associate Professor,
Paliticol Science, University ot Nevada, Reno, NV

During the months preceding the conference, Dr. Herzik interviewed state
agency administrators and key staff involved in employment and training and
labor force preparation issues. His presentation summarized his findings:

The agencies responsible for delivering job training in Nevado have recog-
nixed the need for a comprehensive approach to 'labor force preparation." In
addition to specific skill training, these agencies generally strive to prepare
individuals with on understanding of how the labor market works and to give
workers a set of technical, educational, social and psychclogical skills to better
the probability for long-range success and advancement within the labor force.

The range of agency efforts - including the entire educational system, trodi.
tional social service and social welfare agencies, corrections, technical and
=mini:wive departments, even the Commission on Economic Deve!opment
reflect the comprehensiveness of labor force preparation in Nevada and the
acknowledged vital link between a prepared labor force and the future of the
state's economy.



The bulk of effort is obviously performed by those agencies for whom labor
Force preparation is a primary goal; but there is considerable interaction
behveen all agencies in the system. The range of activities runs from fairly
general to quite specific. The total number of clients served by Nevada state
agencies is most impressive, nearly 500,000 per year. While there is some
overlap in this total, it is reasonable to conclude that somewhere between a
third to a half of the state's residents have some conbct with labor force prepa-
ration programs.

There are four key components to the Nevada system: general service provid-
ers, targeted service providers, resource shoring and the community colleges.

The general service providers - the educational system, Employment Security
and the Labor Commission - ore largely state funded though there is some

private sector effort. They are the primory vehicle by which most Nevadans
receive labor force preparation and infor, -*ion. Continued economic growth,
as well as their sphere of influence, demow mat those general service provid-
ers analyze and adopt to changing economic needs.

Where general service providers leave off, targeted service providers - Wel-
fare, Rehabilitation, Industrial Insurance, the correctional system- take over.
For the most port, these agencies deal with individuals who face serious barri-
ers to employment and are often receiving some form of public assistance.
Without proper labor force preparation, these people will continue to be on
expensive and chronic drain on government resources.

The system depends on good informal communication between administrators.
Such communication presently exists, but can be enhanced. Utilizing specific
agency skills and expertise - letting agencies do what they do best - can
extend the reach and effectiveness of the system while eliminating duplication
of effort. Nevada's limited resources moke duplication of effort doubly costly.
(It should be noted that very little duplication of effort exists in today's Nevada
labor force preparation system.)

-he one area in which duplication may be problematic is in client assessment
procedures. For example, there is no commonality in procedures for client
identification, leading to both a potential for duplication and interfering with
effective client tracking and program evaluation.

More so than any other agency, the community colleges crosswalk with all
other agencies in the system. They are the public agency providing specific job
skill training to the largest number of people, in addition to offering advanced
basic education. Despite their expanding relationship with the state universities

and their primary position as provider of specific job skills, the community
colleges are under-funded. If they are expected to continue to fill their central
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role, they must be more effectively integrated into agency planning, supported
and recognized.

The community coNege situation illustrates the critical need for ongoing plan-.
ning efforts that coordinate agency labor force preparation. Currently, there is
virtually no comprehensive plonning done acr..ss agencies. This lack can lead
to some basic 6Iures in inter-agency communication. A more formal program
planning diort is needed b promote even greater sharing of resources and to
reduce the number of service delivery problems before they develop.

In additico to the need for more comprehensive planning, Nevada's labor
force preparation efforts face the problem of changing federal and state
guidelines which often place agency administrators in a strict(/' reactive posi-
tion and disrupt program continuity. At one level, there is Nile state agencies6
can do about this problem as control rests largely with federal deckion-mak-
ors. However, recognition of differing federal demands on agencies can be
incorporated in development of inter-agency program efforts.

Agencies can also promote success in state labor force preparation programs
by recognizing the importance of occupational training. Most Nevadans will
enter the labor force not through the universities but in distinct occupations. An
attitudinal shift, recognizing that occupational training is complementary to the
un6ersity system and putting job skills training and college preparation on the
same level, is necessary.

Agencies must also eliminate any vestiges of inter-agency "provincialism."
Though Nenvda's limited resources have minimized this problem, every agency
can better serve its clients by learning from what other ogencies do bect.

An evaluation system must be developed to analyze what ugencies do best.
Currently, there is no systematic effort lo track clients and evaluate programs,
largely a result of skiff and resource sill:wives. Evaluation is viewed as a
luxury. However, the state may incur ..,.."ger term costs if ineffective programs
are left unmodified.

Even without structured evaluation methods, and given the operating con-.
straints already identified, Nevada's efforts in labor force preparation can be
judged successful. To ensure the continued availability of an adequately
strengthened skihed labor force, Nevada's efforts need to be advanced.

Dr. Herzik's report is available through the Stole .bb Training Office.
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Workforce and Family luues: What the future can lel us about the present -
%el Shay, member of Stanford Research haus, magazine editor, noted
&wrist, Cupertino, C4

The future always costs its shadows before. If we can read the shadows cor-

redly, we gain o measure of central agsr the future...we do not have to become
its helpless vlctims. At any period in history, there are key driving forces of
change. Today, there are three: 1) new technologies, 2) new values and life-.
styles and 3) the new, holly competitive global economy. tars oake a closer look
at these driving forces in relation 10 the preparation of bmorrow's workforce.

In the industrial era, the goal of aN advanced societies was to produce enough

of the necessities of life so that everyone could survive and most people could
prosper. Thanks to technology, we learned how to produce all the necessities of

life at ever-lower costs.

Once people secured enough of the necessities of life, they began to seek other

kinds oF satisfoction. Materki, outer-directed values gave way to inner-directed

values - personal growth, self-Fulfillment, quality of life, concern for the environ-

ment - to the extent that there is an unprecedented diversity of values in this

society. There is no longer a single American value system.

Amerka is also no longer automatically number one in the global economy.
Instead, we face new and powerful competitors. If we do not succeed in compet-

ing in the new global economy, our standard of living will decline and our
position in the world will deteriorate.

These three driving forces ore interacting to produce a transformation in society.

No industry, profession or individual can escape the impacts of the revolution-

ory changes that lie ahead. Here are seven proxlictions about some of *lose

changes and their implications for tomorrow's workforce:

The rate of technological change will increase. The length of time before half of

what a professional knows becomes obsolete - that professional's 'half-life"
will continue to shorten. This means that education will bet.ome a lifelong

process. Education and training will be carried on everywhere, not just in

academic institutions, and the supreme goal will be learning lo learn."

A new political system will emerge. There is no longer a consensus in America

* on any major issue. As a result, leadership will not, cannot, come from Wash-
ington. Innovations in education ond training will be mode at the state and local

level. The key will be new linkages, creative partnerships between the public
and private sectors to accomplish what neither sector con accomplish alone.

i 1
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Demand in jobs violl outpace the supply of qualified workers. Not only will
the number oF new entrants inio the workforce decline sharply in the 1990s,
but the maixity of the nom aniranb will be women and members of minority
groups, many with minimal job cpalikations. Women wil become the key
immediate resource and Nor ways will be found to make it possible for single
parents b enter the Ultimo workFort.e.

The 'gold collar' worker will emerge. These are the inteltgent, highly trained,
creative people who make a difference to the bottom line. Gold collar workers
demand a great deal al say in what they do, how they do it and what happens
after they do it. As a result, new management approaches veal be developed.
They will focus on allowing people to act law entrepreneurs, to 'own their
jobs. These new approaches are already appearing in volunteer organizo-
tions and in some new, entryprensurid companies.

The U.S. wal become a two-tier society. This new society will be divided be-
swam the 'knows" and the Inow-nots" - those who know how to %se the tools
of education to survive and those who don't. New ways must be found to

rescue the "know-nots" such as better early childhood education and better
retraining programs for adults.

The nuclear family win no longer serve as a model for most people. Because
some type of family arrangement is still a psychologicol necessity for children,

the family will be redefined. Nthv kinds of supportive arrangements - the

'family of choice" or the 'network family' - will be encouraged.

There will be three urgent needs among the new workforce. They ore: quality
daycare, sows flexibility in working hours and continuous corporate Iroin:ng
and retraining programs. Some companies will gain a strategk advantoge by
responding to the new needs.

To summorize, we are in an era of transformation. However, real progress will

come only when individual businesses recognize that the human resource is the

new, key strategic resource, replocing land, labor and capitil. The bottom line:
all of torlaYs, and tomorrov/s, economic issues redly boil clown to people
issues. We need to develop new, entrepreneurial approaches to replace the
old system of command and control from the top.

Education for the Future: The Crisis of Human Resource Development - Jerry
W. Miller, Ph.D.; experienced educator; Director, Washington Office, Ameri-
can College Testing Program, Washington, D.C.

Human resource development (-1RD) is a continuous process, beginning with
the Formative years and continuing through retirement. A basic component of
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HRD is education. A$ such, education is becoming an economic issue and has

become one of this countris top national issues.

Toda/s economy is international in scope and highly competitive. Investors,
management, labor, government, even social activists hove a stake in our
international economic grinding. As a result, they will recognize and work

together tu support education and HRD.

Maximizing early HRD requires an attention to standards. Toda/s students
know less. They study less. Their parents and schools demand less. But the

international economy demands more. Potential HRD problems are embedded

in our social vdues our kids spend more time with TV than studies. To remain

competitive, we must demarcl more of our students.

A return to standards begins with on emphasis on the basic skills: reading,
writing, computing. Basic skills training prepares future workers for potential
retraining. In other words, basic educational skills are not niceties, they are
°dually vocatiocal skills. The formal schooling system should emphasize these

kinds of connections between horning and actual work. Along these lines,
secondary schools should cle-emphasize colhge preparatory programs, giving
status to the relationship between education and work by offering alternative
programs such as interactive apprenticesh;,N.

At the college level, admission requirements need to be examined. Low re-
quirements create low standards. Under the current system which allows
schools la set their own standards, there are no national criteria and little or no
quality control. Quality control should focus on the learner, and a related sup-.
plementary system for accreditation of high schools and colleges should be

established nationwide.

A basic skills assessment program that is related to work is also needed. Ac-
cording to employers, the skills needed in the workplace, ranked in order of
importance, are: 1) knowing how to learn, 2) reoding, writing and computa-
tion, 3) listening and speaking, 4) adaptability, creative thinking and problem-
solving, 5) personal management, including self-esteem and goal-setting, and

6) group effectiveness.

Aternative credentials based on compeiency in these areas should be avail-
. able through the educational system. These credentials should be given the

same prestige and stature as troditional college degrees.

In conjunction with alternative credentials, improved means of assessing cnd

matching the needs of learners with educational programs and resources need
to be developed. Current assessment and guidance at the high school level is

inadequate and overly biased toward college preparatory programs. The
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possibilities of independent assessment and/or the esbblishment of assessment

centers should be explored.

Though the debate csier skindard. and credentiding would seem to be the
province of educators, business leaders are also highly invoked. Business
people feel their bad* are to the wall in terms of humors resource develop-
ment. There is presently an over-emphasis on formal schooling and not enough

focus on other aspects of To rswerse this trend, rm-educators must
establish new national standards and objectives. There is little hope for this
country to remain an international economic power unless brood-based con-
cern is developed for much-needed reform in human resource development.

Luncheon Address The Honorable Roy Romer, Governor of Colorado and
noted business leader, Denver, CO

The first order of business for every state is employment and training. In recent

years, skill levels and discipline in a number of other countries have come to
exceed those of the United Stases. Today, we are dealing with a global market-
place. In order to compete globally, as well as within our own country, we
need to address this immediate problem by providing the educational re-
sources which will allow individuals to achieve fundamental skills required for
economic independence. Although it is too early to determine their success or
failure, Colorado has initiated several innovative programs in response to
employment and training issues.

Jobs for Colorado's Future is a joint effort by the public and private sector to
determine state and local economic trends, the kind of jobs which will be
needed to respond to these trends and the skills required for these jobs. The
program is also examining the current inventory of education and training
resources in relation to what is needed to prepare for the future and is identify-
ing what changes need to be mode to close the gop(s) between the two.

In conjunction with the vital role education will play in accomplishing these
changes, self-examination by educational institutions is essential. Through the
recently implemented Creative Schools Initiative, individual schools have been

asked to develop master plans which describe present and future educational
objectives, identifying any barriers to their accomplishment. State represento-

lives will work with designated schools in an attempt to remove those barriers.

By establishing performance contracts between participants and the state, the
Self-Sufficiency Plan gives individuals currently receiving public assistance the

pportunity to achieve the basic skills necessary for full employment. Multi-
agency involvement removes the obstacles of lack of medical coverage, trans-

portation, child care, ek which could prevent successfql participation.
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From state efforts like them to federal programs, to pubhc-private partnerships,
to primary and secondary education, no mafti- whose program, our primary
objective should be the same to provide the training and resources which will
allow citizens to achieve self-reliance, independence and self-esteem.

Educational Preparation: Preparing the teaching worldorce Mary Kennedy,
Diredor, National Center for Research on Teacher Education, Michigan State
University, East Lansing, MI

Our schod teachers have a tremendous impact on our future. It Is their respon-
sibility to educate our children for tomorrow's opportunities. There are three
major challenges facing us today related to the kind of teachers we are hiring:
1) getting a representative population d: ;embers, 2) ensuring that those enter-
ing the teaching profession possess a high enough ability level, and 3) ensuring
that quality teaching is provided.

The representation problem is the result of a dramatically changing student
population. Hispanics are replacing Blacks as the dominant minority. The
minority population, in general, represents a substanEal portion of the total
population and, in some areas, Caucasians ore now a minority. Yet the teach-.

population, for the most part, continues to be white, middle class, suburban

and female.

National evidence suggests that those who enter teacher education programs

score lower on academic achievement tests than those who choose other career

tracks. This trend toward lower tested ability continues among those who be-
CMG certified and take teaching positions as well as among those who stay in
the field. Two factors seem to be responsible: the lower salaries and unattroc-

tive working conditions associated with teaching and the diverse opportunities,
especially for women, available in other higher salaried fields.

On the subject of quality, the consensus is that current teaching strategies do

not challenge, engage or prepare students for the workplace. Today's students,
tomorrow's workforce, must learn to work in teams, to solve problems, to be

flexible and adaptable. This kind of preparation requires a different kind of
teaching which, in turn, requires a different kind of teacher education.

To what extent do these problems influence educational effechveness? The

importance of demographic representation depends on how you define the
teacher's task. If it is to convey important content and engage students with that

content, the relative demographic characteristics shouldn't matter. If the teacher
also acts as a role model, it is important for the student to be exposed to one
who resembles them. Even with adjusted representation, however, most students

will usually work with demographically different teochers.
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The tested ability problem has received more attention from education policy-
makers than either of the other two problems. However, its seriousness is hard
to estimate because society decides, to some extent, how to allocate our talent.
To evaluate the problem, we need to examine the level and range of abilities
we are Aling to tolerate, given the tradeoffs, and we need 01 ham more
about the relationship between test scores and actual mocking practice.

Recent research findings point to the extent of the quality of teaching problem.
National and international assessments show that American students perform
basic skills fairly well, but ore not doing well (worse than half the other coun-
tries) in cognitive areas like reasoning, analyzing, predicting, estimating or
problem-solving.

Examination of elementary school textbooks shows that no attention is given to
big ideas, analysis or challenging questions. Any intellectual challenge must
come from the teachers but, in fact, teachers tend to avoid thought-provoking
work and stick to routines because students are easier to manage.

Teochers teoch content mainly for exposure with almost no intellectual stimula-
tion. This teaching style is perpetuated because people are most likely to teach
in the same way they were taught. We are caught vicious circle of bad
practice modeled after bad proctice.

What can be done about these problems? Demographic representation can be
improved by providing minority and low-income students with financial and
other assistance which will allow them to complete college educations. Combin-
ing th4 assistance with an incentive program, such as loan forgiveness in
exchange for teaching in a less desirable area for a specific period of time,
should make the teaching population more representative.

Unfortunately, the tested ability problem is not as easy to approach. Though
most states include some Form of teacher assessment in certification require-
ments, none are rigorous or selective enough to improve teochers' tested
abilities due to the probability of lawsuits and the difficulty of demonstrating
the relevance of the test content to the tasks of teaching.

Many states have also offered alternative routes to certification in the hope of
attracting more capable people. Current research suggests, however, that these
new recruits do not differ substantially in tested ability from thosr vkr, have
entered teaching with traditional course work and certification. Interestingly,
though, alternative certification routes are attracting a more diverse population
to teaching, possibly contributing to solving the representation problem.

Even if we could successfully improve tested ability, we would still be faced with
the quality of teaching problem. The most popular current solution is the
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induction program in which districts provide first-year teachers with guidance

or assistance in the form of mentors or seminars. This practice is unlikely ka

alter teaching quality as those providing the guidance often teach in the tradi-

tional way.

Professional development schools, in which school systems and universities

combine their efforts to develop new leaching methods, hove also been pro-

posed as a means to improving teaching quality. Unfortunately, no example is
currently fully formed, making ivaluation of this solution premature.

Current popular policy responses to the three teaching workforce challenges
we've loJked at deal more with the aspect of quantity than quality. But ies
obvious we need to address the question of who, not how many, we bring into
teaching as we give special attention to each of these problem areas.

Concluding Rematics - Dorothy Gallagher, Chairwoman, University of Nevada

Board of Regents, Elico, NV

TodaYs presentations have emphasized that Nevada is faced with great

changes. We must assess those changes and the labor force preparation they
require. Our resources are limited, however, and we must invent ways to make

them go farther to ensure Nevada's economic progress. The University of
Nevada system, in particular the community colleges, can play a major role in

the process.

By the year 2000, the average worker will change jobs up to seven times,

requiring continual retraining. Community colleges ill need to respond,
providing classroom and onsite training as they do today. By maintaining a
close relationship with business and industry and continuing to participate in
special programs, i.e., Quick Start, community colleges can also promote

business development in Nevada.

The University of Neva& system must also continue to expand cooperative
efforts between the local school districts, the community cdleges and the
universities to improve overall teoching quality and ensure the availability of
trained labor force resojre to promote and support economic growth.

13



Group Session Responses:
Where do we go from here?

As the final item on the conference agenda, participants formed groups to
discuss specific employment and training issues. Both the private and public
sectors were represented in each group. The groups considered five questions
related to the claYs presentations. Each group submitted a report of their
deliberation, identifying general areas of agreement. The following is a sum-
wiry of their responses:

1) What are the critical policy initiatives that will enable Nevada to effectively
compete in the global economy;

Areas targeted by the discussion groups for policy changes/initiatives in-
cluded: strategic planning, interstate cooperation, economic diversification,
education, private industry incentive ond decentralization.

Nevada needs to develop a goal-oriented strategk plan which will identify
what the state intends to market, i.e., an economic workforce, natural resources
or natural beauty, ond dictate appropriate initiatives in other oreas such as
education and labor force training. Though we need to concentrate on our
strengths, we must also diversify our development. We cannot count on gam-
ing alone.

Nt"..

To be globally competitive, the stole also needs to avoid isolationism and
develop cooperative efforts with other western region states.

Perhaps the greatest policy changes are needed in education: we need to
emphasize participation in K-1 2 classrooms, teach parents to stress the value
of good academic performance, involve teochers in the workplace and the
business community, give more stature to technical and vocational education,
and emphasize the concept of learning to learn" in our schools.

Businesses must become more involved in education. They need to better
communicate their requirements for a productive, effective workforce and
become more directly involved in creating that workforce. Tax credits or other
incentives should be developed/expanded to encourage this involvement.

All of these policy changes must be initiated at the local level. We need a grass
roots movement, starting with the family unit, expanding to the community, the
city, the county and the state.



2) It has been sumisted that a higher leval of interagency planning could
pro:wide more cost-eficNve use of the state's limited resources. Should the state

respond? If yes, in what way?

Though the comment was made that no social service can be immediately
measured as cost-effecthe, the consensus was that efforts should be mode

toward increased interagency planning and coordination to avoid duplication
of efforts and maximize hmited resources. The Governor's Human Resource
Development Coordinating Committee was viewed as a step in the right direc-

Hon. Other recommendations included:

Establishing a statewide data base for assessment and tracking,
Concluding a legislative review of conflicting policies regarding the
exchange of information among agencies,
Pooling agency resources to serve more people at less cost,
Establishing an interagency committee to promote communication and

cooperation,
Centralizing information on the functions and responsibilities of each

agency (perhaps by publishing a current directory oF agencies, their

services and personnel), to facilitate matching a client's needs with the

aPProPriate %Mot',
Publishing an interagency newsletter,

Holding periodic interagency meetings,
Encouraging interagency transfer, and

Including a residency period at each agency as part of the management
training program.

3) What are the barriers to the training and education of Nevada's future
workforce? What actions must be taken to overcome them?

This question generated the greatest response from the discussion groups.

Training and education were considered separately. Here is a summary of the
barriers listed. Each is followed by suggested corrective action:

Et;ucation

Students are locking in basic skills.

Establish higher state standards.

Group students by ability.
Begin basic skill instruction at an earlier age.

- Put students on a year-round schedule.

9
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Limited funding and resulting class size, student/counselor ratio, teacher
salary and program limitations
- Improve communication between the public and private sector to encour

age funding.
- Establish a state lottery, dedicating funds from ticket sales to education.

Increase the room tax and devote the funds to education.
Reallocate funds to the programs which benefit the majority of students
(less to college preparatory, more to occupational education).

Students are unprepared for the 'red-life" workforce.
- Put more emphasis on occupational education, giving it more prestige

and stature.

Teach job survival skills.

Allow teachers to take sabbaticals to spend time in the workforce.
Create a summer business apprenticeship program for teachers.

- Establish a job trading program for teachers and business people, includ-
e,

ing provisional teaching certificates for those involved.
Educate school counselors about the types of jobs available in the community.

- Include career awareness classes in the mandatory curriculum.
- Establish better communication with the private sector regarding their

workforce requirements.
- Involve employers in reviewing/designing competency tests.

De-emphasize college preparatory programs.

Lock of parental support/participaticn in the child's education
Devebp a media campaign to raise parent awareness.
Offer parenting classes.
Give latch kW' programs more educational emphasis.

- Promote the establishment of alternative 'network family' systems within
the community. Tap seniors as a resource.

The prevalence of rural areas in the state
Increase communication to rural areas.
Make better use of alternative technologies - teleconferencing, VCRs,
public access TV, radio, etc.

Cominually changing and expanding graduation requirements
Create a media campaign to emphasize the importance of individuality
and flexibility in educational programs.
Empower individual school boards to establish graduation requirements.
Use competency tests as an alternative to specific course requirements.

The abundance of job opportunities which do not require completion of a
secondary education

Increase awareness of the "dead-end" nature of many jobs.
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- Provide information to change the focus from today's limited earning
power b potential future earning power.

- Initiate a work permit system preventing employers from hiring dropouts.

Teacher attitude
- Raise teacher salaries.

Use the media to improve the general public's attitude and to generate
rnore support for public education.

- Promote team teaching and cooperative practices.
- Train teachers in professional development schools.

Training

Lack of communication and rivalry between agencies
Establish centralized planning at the state level.

Clarify jurisdictions.

Agency-specific regulatory requirements which make it difFkult to initiate
training on a timely basis

Coordinate various agency regulatory requirements and related legislation.

Lack of a char definition of workforce needs
- Involve the private sector in program definition and planning.

Geographical barriers

Lock of training programs designed for the disabled
Improve attitudes and awareness toward this group.

- Provide needed transportation.

Inability of those with lower incomes and single parents to afford to
participate

Provide good, safe, free child care.
Offer training programs with flexible schedules.

Lack of computer support for effective assessment and tracking in
training programs

Utilize the Employment Security Deportment database.

fb

f
< 1
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4) Mat role should occupational education hove in the public schools and
community colleges to address labor market needs of employers and the job
readiness needs o f Ail students?

Keeping in mind that an* of the primary goals of education is employment
readiness, all the discussion groups agreed that occupational education should

?lay a key role in the public schools. Haw they view; the extent of that role
depended on the group's definition of occupational education.

Those who defined it as exposure to the alternatives available in the workploce
and the development of basic skills which contribute to employability in gen-.
oral, bel:eved that occupational education should play a prevalent role begin-.
ning at the elementary school level. Non-specific classroorn training in work
ethics and approaches and general occupational skills will make students more
attractive to employers. Inviting local business people to be a part of classroom
instruction, as well as joining with the private sector to set up work-study and
apprenticeship programs, will give students an awarenus of career options.

Those who define occupational education as vocational education training in
specific skills for a specific job - did not agree as to who should receive the

instruction and when and how it should be administered. Some felt that secon-
dory schools should offer all students vocational education, splitting the school

day to offer basic skills instruction in the morning and vocational skills instruc-
tion in the afternoon. Others felt that the vocational education option should be
made available to more secondary students by minimizing the mandatory cur-
riculum to allow them more elective time.

Those who believed vocational education shori'd be a post-secondory option
were divided as to how it should be offered. Due to the cost of equipment and
facilities, some groups argued that a system of vocational education schools
should be established/expanded. An alternate post-secondary solution was
increased use of community colleges for specific skill training. Casting commu-
nity colleges in the role of occupational/vocational educators would also mean
establishing a partnership between the school districts, the community colleges

and the private sector to ensure that community college graduates are job-.
ready and trained in skills that satisfy labor market needs.

In order for occupational education to be effective in either context, the consen-
sus was that attitudes about career options must change. Currently, a majority
of our high school students take academic classes that prepare them for college
entry, but only about 14% of the available jobs require a college degree. Por-
ents and students must be educated regarding the salaries, valid contributions
and social acceptability of many non-college careers. Occupational education
must be given status and prestige equal to academia.
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5) Are the Colorado approaches appropriate for Nevada?

Overall, Colorado was praised for taking a pro-active position in relation to
employment and training. However, only one of the three programs outlined
by Governor Romer Jobs for Colorado's Future, a survey of economic trends,

labor forte needs and education ond training resources was viewed as

applicable to Nevada.

The Self-Sufficiency Pktn was considered currently inappropriate because of a
lock of leadership for coordination of multi-agency involvement in our state.

Though aspects of the Creative Schools Initiative were considered attractive

state funds for new educational programs, ramoval of regulations/restrictions
to make education more effective, more community participation in classrooms

and school administration some groups expressed concern about an in-

crease in state government involvement in local education.

As all three prograns are new, it was also the consensus that Colorodo's
innovative employment and training activities should be reviewed °gain at a

later date.

Group responses and the preceding recommendations hove not been edioecl for content. They ore

the colctive opinions of the groups' participants, not those of the host organizatk",.

.
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